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Hiperwall Video Walls for Utilities
Hiperwall video wall software enables real-time data monitoring and enhanced 
decision making. 

Challenges
Utility companies have the unique challenge of visualizing many 
large streams of diverse data simultaneously, and presenting that 
information to a large room of analysts. The use of custom-made 
applications and cumbersome SCADA diagrams makes displaying 
and organizing all necessary content difficult. For an operator, you 
are traditionally limited to small, independent displays for data 
visualization. When an emergency situation arises, every second 
spent trying to interpret data without a centralized platform can 
cost thousands of dollars and jeopardize lives. You need to be able 
to manipulate content quickly and accurately in order to effectively 
respond to crises and ensure decision makers have access to all 
relevant information. 

Solution
Hiperwall is a 100% software video wall solution that can run 
on almost any hardware. We feature a drag and drop content 
management interface for ease of use, and à la carte add-ons for 
enhanced capabilities. Our scalable software allows you to add 
displays and sources of content as your needs increase, giving you 
the flexibility to start small and grow later. 

The Hiperwall video wall in Sempra Energy’s Business Intelligence Center allows analysts to visualize critical information at a glance.

Advantages of Hiperwall
• Easily monitor the performance of equipment, locations, and 

personnel.

• Combine content from many sources to see an aggregate 
view of all neccessary operating data. 

• Display virtually any type of content including custom 
software applications, live IP camera feeds, live TV streams, 
SCADA diagrams, web pages and more.

• Limitless resolution allows you to display ultra-high 
resolution content with unmatched clarity. 

• Quickly switch between saved environments (layouts) that 
correspond with various situational applications. 

• Zero down-time with industry leading fault-tolerance. 

• Make fast and informed decisions during daily operations 
and emergency situations. 

• Increase employee productivity with a centralized platform.

• Connect multiple video wall systems around the world for 
networked collaboration.
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You’re in Good Company
As a result, Hiperwall has been chosen as the primary video wall software provider for water, gas, power, and mining companies around 
the world. They trust Hiperwall to deliver an exceptional video wall experience, so they can focus on providing crucial support to their 
network of customers. Organizations saw a positive effect on employee productivity, logistics monitoring, decision making and planning, 
emergency management, training and more. 

Our Value
To learn more about how Hiperwall can be a resource for your organization and add value for your customers and partners, please contact 
Ryan Lombardo at rlombardo@hiperwall.com or visit www.hiperwall.com/contact. We look forward to sharing more about Hiperwall and 
learning about your needs.

“We use Hiperwall to display our outage map, 
track vehicle locations, check the weather 
radar and obtain security camera feeds. Four 
County EMC is owned by our customers. 
Any money that we save during the year 
goes back to our customers. By improving 
efficiency, Hiperwall enables us to reduce our 
costs to our customers.”

Wayne Odom, IT Administrator, Four County 
EMC


